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Explanatory Notes

1. This article is an index to temple names which appear in some of the dairies of Heian Period aristocrats. The diaries included are Fujiwara Sanesuke's Shoyuki, Fujiwara Kozei's Gonki, Fujiwara Michinaga's Midokampakuuki and Minamoto Tsuneyori's Sakeiki.

2. The texts on which this index is based are Dainippon Kokiroku (which includes Shoyuki and Midokampakuuki), Shiryo Sanshu (which includes Gonki) and Shiryo Taisei (which includes Gonki and Sakeiki). The temple names are arranged according to the Japanese kana syllabary. Characters with the same pronunciation are arranged so that those with lesser strokes comes first. The old form of the characters is used in temple names given in the subheadings. Consult the Jimei-Toji-Goju-on-Mokuji (List of Initial Letters of Temple Names according to the Japanese Syllabary).

3. The characters for "year", "month" and "date" are not given in the listing of dates. (For example, 小右記 天元 5・6・3 stands for June 3, the fifth year of Tengan in the Shoyuki). An intercalary month is marked by ○. (For example, 2).

4. The temple names are given as they appear in the respective diaries.
The ( ) refers to the context in which the temple names appear in the diaries.

5. *Midokampakuki* is referred to throughout the index as *Kampakuki*.

6. Along with names of temples, several religious establishments called by the term "do" ("hali"), such as Sanesukedai-mido and "yama" ("mountain"), such as Atagoyama, are included in the index.